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Reese’s Book Club PickInstant New York Times BestsellerA New York Times Book Review Top
10 Thriller of 2021A Washington Post Top 10 Thriller or Mystery of 2021 “If you love a mystery,
then you’ll devour [Northern Spy] . . . I loved this thrill ride of a book.”—Reese Witherspoon“A
chilling, gorgeously written tale . . . Berry keeps the tension almost unbearably high.” –The New
York Times Book ReviewThe acclaimed author of Under the Harrow and A Double Life returns
with her most riveting novel to date: the story of two sisters who become entangled with the
IRAA producer at the BBC and mother to a new baby, Tessa is at work in Belfast one day when
the news of another raid comes on the air. The IRA may have gone underground in the two
decades since the Good Friday Agreement, but they never really went away, and lately bomb
threats, security checkpoints, and helicopters floating ominously over the city have become
features of everyday life. As the news reporter requests the public's help in locating those
responsible for the robbery, security footage reveals Tessa's sister, Marian, pulling a black ski
mask over her face.The police believe Marian has joined the IRA, but Tessa is convinced she
must have been abducted or coerced; the sisters have always opposed the violence enacted in
the name of uniting Ireland. And besides, Marian is vacationing on the north coast. Tessa just
spoke to her yesterday.When the truth about Marian comes to light, Tessa is faced with
impossible choices that will test the limits of her ideals, the bonds of her family, her notions of
right and wrong, and her identity as a sister and a mother. Walking an increasingly perilous road,
she wants nothing more than to protect the one person she loves more fiercely than her sister:
her infant son, Finn.Riveting, atmospheric, and exquisitely written, Northern Spy is at once a
heart-pounding story of the contemporary IRA and a moving portrait of sister- and motherhood,
and of life in a deeply divided society.

NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2021 BY THE NEW YORK TIMES, THE WASHINGTON POST,
KIRKUS REVIEWS, AND THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY“A chilling, gorgeously written tale
of a modern community poisoned by ancient grievances . . . Berry is a beautiful writer with a
sophisticated, nuanced understanding of this most complicated of places.” —The New York
Times Book Review“Thrillingly good . . . Flynn Berry shows a le Carré-like flair for making you
wonder what’s really going on at any given moment . . . Berry won an Edgar for Under the Harrow
in 2017. Here comes another contender.” —The Washington Post“[A] beguiling thriller that’s hard
to put down . . . Even at its highest pitch, [Northern Spy] remains a human-centered story that
closely examines the behavior of siblings, babies, mothers and friends.” —The Wall Street
Journal “[A] twisting thriller of espionage, competing loyalties and sisterhood . . . [a] title
everyone will be talking about this season.” —Parade"Taut and passionate. . . full of threat and
heartbreak. . . Northern Spy will be a hit for readers of Dublin noir and tartan noir. . . Denise Mina



and Tana French readers can also find familiar ground—but so in fact can any readers who
treasure a well-plotted mystery with a powerful sense of how place and the near past can force a
person to cross the lines they once felt were sacred." —New York Journal of Books"Berry
broadens her range with the volatile Belfast setting and twisty espionage plot. Tautly told and
unsentimental, Northern Spy keeps the pressure on as the Daly sisters improvise their
waythrough a chilling minefield of loyalty and betrayal." —AirMail.com “[A] twisting . . . emotional
thriller . . . Berry’s portrayal of Irish life is uncannily accurate . . . dropping readers headfirst into
the emotions of living in conflict.” —Booklist (starred review) “A taut and compassionate
thriller . . . [and a] reflection on personal choice and consequence . . . A poignant and lyrical novel 
that asks what is worth sacrificing for peace.” —Kirkus (starred review) “[A] moving
contemporary thriller . . . It’s a measure of the author’s skill that she never loses sight of the
humanity of her characters. Berry remains a writer to watch.” —Publishers Weekly“A
sharp, moving thriller, combining motherhood and espionage, sisterhood and sacrifice. You lose
your breath for adrenalin, but also in empathy: for Tessa and Finn, in those quiet nightime
moments between mother and son. As tender as it is tense.” —Abigail Dean, author of Girl
A“Tense, terrifying, and briskly paced, Flynn Berry’s Northern Spy is not only a thrilling tale of
espionage and conflicting loyalties in a deeply divided Northern Ireland, it is also a tender and
honest portrayal of those fierce, all-consuming early days of motherhood and the complicated
bonds between sisters, mothers, and daughters. A stunning story, beautifully told. I couldn’t put it
down.” —Elizabeth Wetmore, New York Times bestselling author of ValentineAbout the
AuthorFlynn Berry is the New York Times bestselling author of three novels: Northern Spy, a
Reese's Book Club pick; A Double Life, a New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice; and
Under the Harrow, which won the Edgar Award for Best First Novel and was named a best book
of the year by The Washington Post and The Atlantic. The recipient of a Yaddo fellowship, she is
a graduate of Brown University and the Michener Center for Writers. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1We are
born with a startle reflex. Apparently it's caused by the sensation of falling. Sometimes, in his
crib, my son will fling out his arms, and I hold my hand to his chest to reassure him.It happens
less often now than in the first months. He doesn't constantly think the ground is falling away
beneath him. I do, though. My startle reflex has never been so strong. Of course it is, everyone's
is at the moment. That's part of living in Northern Ireland, at this point in time, during this phase
of terrorism.It's difficult to know how scared to be. The threat level is severe, but, then, it has
been for years. The government evaluates terrorist organizations based on capacity, timescale,
and intent. At the moment, we should be worried about the IRA on all three counts. An attack
might be imminent, but no one can say where.The odds are, not here. Not on this lane, where
I'm walking with the baby. A gunman isn't about to appear around the bend in the road. I always
watch for one in Belfast, on my way to work, but not out here, surrounded by hedgerows and
potato fields.We live, for all intents and purposes, in the middle of nowhere. My house is on the
Ards peninsula, a curve of land between Strangford Lough, a deep saltwater inlet, and the sea.



Greyabbey is a tiny village, a twist on the lough road. Four hundred houses set among green
fields and lanes and orchards. On the lough shore, canoes float in the reeds. This doesn't look
like a conflict zone, it looks like the place you'd return to after a war.Finn sits in his carrier on my
chest, facing forward down the lane. I chat to him and he babbles back at me, kicking his heels
against my thighs. Ahead of us, birds disappear into gaps in the hedgerow. At the edge of the
pasture, a row of telephone poles rises along the road. Past them, the sky is white toward the
sea.My son is six months old. The conflict might be over by the time he can walk or read. It might
end before he learns to clap or says his first word or drinks from a cup or has whole fruit instead
of puree. All of this might never touch him.It should already be over, of course. My sister and I
were born near the end of the Troubles. We were children in 1998, when the Good Friday
Agreement was signed, we painted peace signs and doves on bedsheets and hung them from
our windows. It was all meant to be finished then.Except bodies were still being found in peat
bogs along the border. Searches were being conducted to find informers the IRA had
disappeared. The coroner's inquests hadn't all finished, or the investigations into police
collusion, and riots still broke out every year during marching season. At certain funerals, men in
ski masks and mirrored sunglasses would appear in the cortege, chamber their handguns, and
fire shots over the coffin, which was odd, since they said they'd decommissioned all their
weapons.So it was never peace exactly. The basic argument of the Troubles hadn't been
resolved: most Catholics still wanted a united Ireland, most Protestants wanted to remain part of
the UK. The schools were still segregated. You still knew, in every town, which was the Catholic
bakery, which was the Protestant taxi firm.How could anyone not have seen this coming? We
were living in a tinderbox. Of course it was going to catch, and when it did, so many men were
ready to throw themselves back into the fighting. Peace hadn't suited them. They hadn't made a
success of it. In their statements and communiquŽs, I could sense their relief, like they were
sleeper agents, left behind in an enemy country, glad that they hadn't been forgotten.From the
lane, I turn onto the lough road. The water is platinum with sunlight. It will be hot again today. I
want this walk to last, but soon we're at the main street, and his day care. I kiss Finn goodbye,
confident, as always, that between now and tomorrow morning I'll find the trick that will let me
spend the day both at work and with him.My phone rings as I near the bus stop. "Have you heard
from Marian today?" my mother asks."No, why?""There's supposed to be a thunderstorm."
Marian has gone to the north coast for a few days. She is staying in a rented cottage on a
headland near Ballycastle. "She's not diving, is she?""No," I say, not mentioning what Marian
had told me about wanting to swim into the caves at Ballintoy, if she could time it right with the
tides.I hoped she would. I liked the thought of her swimming through the limestone arches,
bobbing in the water inside the mouth of the caves. It would be like an antidote, the quiet and the
spaciousness. The exact opposite of Belfast, of her work as a paramedic, sitting in the back of
an ambulance, racing through red lights, steeling herself for the moment when the doors will
open."There's no sense in doing that on your own.""She's not diving, mam. See you tonight,
okay?"On Thursdays, when we broadcast our program, my mother collects Finn from day care,



since I don't get home in time. It means a long day for her. She works as a housekeeper for a
couple in Bangor. She cleans their house, buys their food, washes their clothes. They keep the
thermostat so high all year that she works in a pair of shorts and a tank top. Twice a week, she
puts on a coat to drag their bins down the long gravel drive and back up again. They recently
spent half a million pounds to put a heated single-lane swimming pool under their house, which
neither of us can believe she has never used."Not even when they're away?" asked Marian.Our
mam laughed. "Catch yourself on."2On the bus into the city, I look through my reflection at the
lough. Across its vast surface, the faint shapes of the Mourne mountains rise in the distance.I
send Marian a message, then scroll up to the picture she sent me yesterday of herself standing
on the Carrick-a-rede rope bridge. Tourists used to wait for hours to cross the bridge, but now it
hangs empty for most of the year, the waves crashing a hundred feet beneath it. In the picture,
she is alone, her hands gripping the ropes, laughing.Marian has wavy brown hair that she wears
loose, or piled on top of her head with a gold clasp. We look similar-same eyes, and
cheekbones, and dark hair-though Marian's is an inch shorter than mine, and softer. Her natural
expression, when she's not speaking, is open and amused, like she's waiting to hear the end of
a joke, while mine tends to be more grave. Both have their drawbacks. I often have to reassure
people that I'm not worried when I am, in fact, thinking, and Marian, who has been a paramedic
for six years, still gets asked on every shift if she's new to the job. She will say, "I'm going to
insert an IV line now," and the patient will look alarmed and say, "Have you done that
before?"Neither of us looks like our mother, who is blonde and sturdy, with an air of brisk warmth.
We look like our father and his side of the family, his sisters and parents, which seems unfair,
given that we never see him, or any of them.I allow myself to daydream until the road separates
from the lough, then open my phone to start reading the news. I produce a weekly political radio
program at the BBC. Some of the broadcasts devolve into local politicians shouting over each
other, but others turn electric, especially now. You can't live in Northern Ireland at the moment
and not be interested in politics.When we reach Belfast, I stop at Deanes for a flat white.
Everything about the cafe and the other customers seems ordinary. You can't tell from the
outside, but the IRA has this city under its thumb. They run security rackets. Every building site
has to pay them protection money, and all the restaurants in west Belfast have doormen. An IRA
representative will tell the owner, "You need two doormen on Thursday and Friday nights.""Wise
up," the owner says. "I don't need security, it's only a restaurant."Then they send in twenty lads to
smash the place up, return the next day, and say, "See? I said you needed security."It's easier to
pay them the money than to complain. It's easier to do a lot of the things that they ask, given the
alternatives.Our former neighbor's son was caught selling drugs by the IRA. They accused him,
without any irony, of endangering the community. She was told to bring him behind the Riverview
shops for a punishment beating, but they ended up kneecapping him."You brought him to be
beaten?" I asked."Aye, but I didn't say they could shoot him. They had no call to fucking shoot
him."Leaving the cafe, I turn down Dublin Road and Broadcasting House comes into view, a
limestone edifice with giant satellite dishes angled from its roof. I've only been back at work for a



couple of weeks. Those six months of maternity leave were dense, elemental. Returning to work,
I felt like Rip Van Winkle, like I'd woken after decades, except no one else had aged. Nothing at
the office has changed, and I have to act like I haven't either. If I seem distracted or tired, slower
than before, my bosses might decide that someone without a baby, or at least not a single
mother, would manage the job better. So I pretend to be well rested and focused, despite
sleeping in four-hour increments at night, despite several times a day missing Finn so much it
hurts to breathe.In Broadcasting House, I hold my badge to the scanner and then loop the
lanyard around my neck. Our morning staff meeting is about to start. I hurry up the stairs, down a
corridor, and into a conference room crowded with news editors and correspondents."Morning,"
says Simon as I find a seat. "Quite a lot on today. Obviously we have the Milltown cemetery
shooting, what's happening there?""It was a suicide attempt," says Clodagh."And what's his
condition?""The Irish News has him critically ill and the Belfast Telegraph has him dead.""Right.
We'll wait before calling it.""Who did we kill last year?" asks James."Lord Stanhope," says
Simon. "I had a very stern call from him.""And who's this man?""Andrew Wheeler," says
Clodagh. "He's a property developer.""Why would a property developer shoot himself in Milltown
cemetery?" I ask.Clodagh shrugs. "All we have is that he was found at the graveyard.""We
should wait on this," says Esther. Her tone is neutral but everyone feels chastened anyway. We
don't cover suicides, to avoid inadvertently encouraging others."But is it in the public's interest to
know?" asks Simon. "Does he have a paramilitary connection?""None of the groups have
claimed him.""Okay," he says. "Esther's right, let's hold off for now. Other stories kicking around
today?""Another expenses scandal," says Nicholas. "Roger Colefax was on the Today program
this morning.""He wasn't brilliant, it has to be said. Very equivocal about the whole thing.""Did he
apologize?""No, but it looks like he's going to resign.""We won't take it today unless he does step
down. Priya?""We're on the Cillian Burke trial. It's going to collapse at any minute.""Isn't he on
tape confessing?" asks Nicholas."It was covert surveillance," says Priya. "And MI5 is refusing to
reveal its methods. Their witness keeps saying he can't answer on the grounds of national
security."Nicholas whistles. Cillian Burke is on trial for ordering the attack in a market in
Castlerock that killed twelve people. He has been a leader in the IRA since the Troubles,
responsible for multiple car bombs and shootings. Now he will either be given a life sentence or
be acquitted and reengage."There won't be a conviction," says Priya. "Not if MI5 won't explain
the recording."I doubt the security service will compromise. MI5 comes here to test new
methods, to build capacity, to prepare its agents for their real fight, which is against international
terror groups. We're only their training ground.Simon turns to me. "Tessa? What do you have on
Politics this week?""The justice minister is coming in," I say, and the room turns gratifyingly alert.
"This will be her first interview since proposing the bill.""Well done," says Esther, and the whip-
round continues until it reaches sport, at which point everyone feels comfortable not listening. A
few people read the newspapers on their laps while Harry says something about rugby. We're all
grateful to sport, though, since they can fill any dead space on air, they're so used to talking
about nothing. After the meeting, Nicholas and I find a table in the canteen on the top floor, level



with the roofs of other buildings and the dome of city hall. He says, ÒRight, what do we have?ÓI
show him the running order, though he needs very little producing. Nicholas became our political
correspondent years ago. He started at the BBC in the '90s, riding to riots on his bicycle,
traipsing into fields to interview British Special Forces officers.I like to play a game with myself of
finding a political figure or statistic that Nicholas doesn't already know. He could present
tonight's program from a ditch, probably, but we still sit together working through the questions.
He reads one aloud. "Let's be sharper here, don't you think?"In person, he's kind and amiable,
but he's a brutal interviewer. "These people have quite a lot of power," he says. "The least they
can do is explain themselves."We keep working until Clodagh calls him. "We've got Helen Lucas
in reception and Danny's not back from Stormont, can you tape her interview?""Sure, sure," says
Nicholas, gathering his papers and coffee cup. "Tessa, we're in good nick for tonight, aren't
we?""We're grand."After he leaves, I put on a pair of headphones and listen to a speech
Rebecca Main gave last week at a school in Carrickmacross. She has only been the justice
minister for a few weeks, but she's already drawing large crowds of supporters and protesters.
"The United Kingdom will never bend to terrorism," she says. I stop the clip, leaning forward. She
is wearing a bulletproof vest. You can just make out its shape under her suit.Rebecca Main lives
in a house in south Belfast with a panic room and a security detail outside. I wonder if either
helps her feel safe. I wonder how she feels about being constantly under threat.--This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Praise for Northern SpyA New York Times Book Review Top 10 Thriller of 2021A Washington
Post Top 10 Thriller or Mystery of 2021Chosen as One of the Best Books of 2021 by the New
York Public Library, CrimeReads, and Kirkus Reviews“Thrillingly good . . . Flynn Berry shows a le
Carré-like flair for making you wonder what’s really going on at any given moment.”—The
Washington Post“[A] beguiling thriller.”—The Wall Street Journal“Berry is a beautiful writer with a
sophisticated, nuanced understanding of this most complicated of places.”—The New York
Times Book Review“[A] twisting thriller of espionage, competing loyalties, and sisterhood.”—
Parade“Taut and passionate . . . Full of threat and heartbreak . . . Northern Spy will be a hit for
readers of Dublin noir and tartan noir. . . . Denise Mina and Tana French readers can also find
familiar ground—but so in fact can any reader who treasures a well-plotted mystery with a
powerful sense of how place and the near past can force a person to cross the lines they once
felt were sacred.”—New York Journal of Books“Berry broadens her range with the volatile
Belfast setting and twisty espionage plot. Tautly told and unsentimental, Northern Spy keeps the
pressure on as the Daly sisters improvise their way through a chilling minefield of loyalty and
betrayal.”—AirMail.com“[A] twisting . . . emotional thriller . . . Berry’s portrayal of Irish life is
uncannily accurate . . . dropping readers headfirst into the emotions of living in conflict.”—
Booklist (starred review)“A taut and compassionate thriller . . . [and a] reflection on personal
choice and consequence . . . A poignant and lyrical novel that asks what is worth sacrificing for
peace.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)“[A] moving contemporary thriller . . . It’s a measure of
the author’s skill that she never loses sight of the humanity of her characters. Berry remains a
writer to watch.”—Publishers Weekly“A sharp, moving thriller, combining motherhood and
espionage, sisterhood and sacrifice. You lose your breath for adrenaline, but also in empathy: for
Tessa and Finn, in those quiet nighttime moments between mother and son. As tender as it is
tense.”—Abigail Dean, author of Girl A“Tense, terrifying, and briskly paced, Flynn Berry’s
Northern Spy is not only a thrilling tale of espionage and conflicting loyalties in a deeply divided
Northern Ireland, it is also a tender and honest portrayal of those fierce, all-consuming early
days of motherhood and the complicated bonds between sisters, mothers, and daughters. A
stunning story, beautifully told. I couldn’t put it down.”—Elizabeth Wetmore, New York Times
bestselling author of ValentinePenguin BooksNORTHERN SPYFlynn Berry is the New York
Times bestselling author of three novels: Northern Spy, a Reese’s Book Club pick; A Double Life,
a New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice; and Under the Harrow, which won the Edgar
Award for Best First Novel and was named a best book of the year by The Washington Post and
The Atlantic. The recipient of a Yaddo fellowship, she is a graduate of Brown University and the
Michener Center for Writers.Penguin Reading Group Discussion Guide available online
atPENGUIN BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLCFirst published in the United
States of America by Viking, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC, 2021Published in
Penguin Books 2022Copyright © 2021 by Flynn BerryPenguin supports copyright. Copyright
fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture.
Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by



not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are
supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.the library
of congress has cataloged the hardcover edition as follows:Names: Berry, Flynn, 1986–
author.Title: Northern spy: a novel / Flynn Berry.Description: [New York]: Viking, [2021]Subjects:
GSAFD: Mystery fiction. | Suspense fiction.Classification: LCC PS3602.E76367 N67 2021 (print)
| LCC PS3602.E76367 (ebook) | DDC 813/.6—dc23LC record available atLC ebook record
available atCover design: Colin WebberCover image: Al Higgins / Millennium Images,
UKDesigned by Amanda Dewey, adapted for ebookThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters,
places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously,
and any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, businesses, companies, events, or
locales is entirely coincidental.pid_prh_5.6.1_139713547_c0_r3For Ronan and
DeclanCONTENTSCoverPraise for Northern SpyAbout the AuthorTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationEpigraphPart OneChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter
5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Part
TwoChapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter
21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27Chapter 28Chapter
29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Part ThreeChapter
36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter 39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter 43Chapter
44EpilogueAcknowledgmentsTHEY WILL FORGET ABOUT YOU. WE WON’T.—IRA graffiti,
2019PART ONE1We are born with a startle reflex. Apparently it’s caused by the sensation of
falling. Sometimes, in his crib, my son will fling out his arms, and I hold my hand to his chest to
reassure him.It happens less often now than in the first months. He doesn’t constantly think the
ground is falling away beneath him. I do, though. My startle reflex has never been so strong. Of
course it is, everyone’s is at the moment. That’s part of living in Northern Ireland, at this point in
time, during this phase of terrorism.It’s difficult to know how scared to be. The threat level is
severe, but, then, it has been for years. The government evaluates terrorist organizations based
on capacity, timescale, and intent. At the moment, we should be worried about the IRA on all
three counts. An attack might be imminent, but no one can say where.The odds are, not here.
Not on this lane, where I’m walking with the baby. A gunman isn’t about to appear around the
bend in the road. I always watch for one in Belfast, on my way to work, but not out here,
surrounded by hedgerows and potato fields.We live, for all intents and purposes, in the middle of
nowhere. My house is on the Ards peninsula, a curve of land between Strangford Lough, a deep
saltwater inlet, and the sea. Greyabbey is a tiny village, a twist on the lough road. Four hundred
houses set among green fields and lanes and orchards. On the lough shore, canoes float in the
reeds. This doesn’t look like a conflict zone, it looks like the place you’d return to after a war.Finn
sits in his carrier on my chest, facing forward down the lane. I chat to him and he babbles back at
me, kicking his heels against my thighs. Ahead of us, birds disappear into gaps in the hedgerow.
At the edge of the pasture, a row of telephone poles rises along the road. Past them, the sky is
white toward the sea.My son is six months old. The conflict might be over by the time he can



walk or read. It might end before he learns to clap or says his first word or drinks from a cup or
has whole fruit instead of purée. All of this might never touch him.It should already be over, of
course. My sister and I were born near the end of the Troubles. We were children in 1998, when
the Good Friday Agreement was signed, we painted peace signs and doves on bedsheets and
hung them from our windows. It was all meant to be finished then.Except bodies were still being
found in peat bogs along the border. Searches were being conducted to find informers the IRA
had disappeared. The coroner’s inquests hadn’t all finished, or the investigations into police
collusion, and riots still broke out every year during marching season. At certain funerals, men in
ski masks and mirrored sunglasses would appear in the cortège, chamber their handguns, and
fire shots over the coffin, which was odd, since they said they’d decommissioned all their
weapons.So it was never peace exactly. The basic argument of the Troubles hadn’t been
resolved: most Catholics still wanted a united Ireland, most Protestants wanted to remain part of
the UK. The schools were still segregated. You still knew, in every town, which was the Catholic
bakery, which was the Protestant taxi firm.How could anyone not have seen this coming? We
were living in a tinderbox. Of course it was going to catch, and when it did, so many men were
ready to throw themselves back into the fighting. Peace hadn’t suited them. They hadn’t made a
success of it. In their statements and communiqués, I could sense their relief, like they were
sleeper agents, left behind in an enemy country, glad that they hadn’t been forgotten.From the
lane, I turn onto the lough road. The water is platinum with sunlight. It will be hot again today. I
want this walk to last, but soon we’re at the main street, and his day care. I kiss Finn goodbye,
confident, as always, that between now and tomorrow morning I’ll find the trick that will let me
spend the day both at work and with him.My phone rings as I near the bus stop. “Have you heard
from Marian today?” my mother asks.“No, why?”“There’s supposed to be a thunderstorm.”
Marian has gone to the north coast for a few days. She is staying in a rented cottage on a
headland near Ballycastle. “She’s not diving, is she?”“No,” I say, not mentioning what Marian had
told me about wanting to swim into the caves at Ballintoy, if she could time it right with the tides.I
hoped she would. I liked the thought of her swimming through the limestone arches, bobbing in
the water inside the mouth of the caves. It would be like an antidote, the quiet and the
spaciousness. The exact opposite of Belfast, of her work as a paramedic, sitting in the back of
an ambulance, racing through red lights, steeling herself for the moment when the doors will
open.“There’s no sense in doing that on your own.”“She’s not diving, mam. See you tonight,
okay?”On Thursdays, when we broadcast our program, my mother collects Finn from day care,
since I don’t get home in time. It means a long day for her. She works as a housekeeper for a
couple in Bangor. She cleans their house, buys their food, washes their clothes. They keep the
thermostat so high all year that she works in a pair of shorts and a tank top. Twice a week, she
puts on a coat to drag their bins down the long gravel drive and back up again. They recently
spent half a million pounds to put a heated single-lane swimming pool under their house, which
neither of us can believe she has never used.“Not even when they’re away?” asked Marian.Our
mam laughed. “Catch yourself on.”2On the bus into the city, I look through my reflection at the



lough. Across its vast surface, the faint shapes of the Mourne mountains rise in the distance.I
send Marian a message, then scroll up to the picture she sent me yesterday of herself standing
on the Carrick-a-rede rope bridge. Tourists used to wait for hours to cross the bridge, but now it
hangs empty for most of the year, the waves crashing a hundred feet beneath it. In the picture,
she is alone, her hands gripping the ropes, laughing.Marian has wavy brown hair that she wears
loose, or piled on top of her head with a gold clasp. We look similar—same eyes, and
cheekbones, and dark hair—though Marian’s is an inch shorter than mine, and softer. Her
natural expression, when she’s not speaking, is open and amused, like she’s waiting to hear the
end of a joke, while mine tends to be more grave. Both have their drawbacks. I often have to
reassure people that I’m not worried when I am, in fact, thinking, and Marian, who has been a
paramedic for six years, still gets asked on every shift if she’s new to the job. She will say, “I’m
going to insert an IV line now,” and the patient will look alarmed and say, “Have you done that
before?”Neither of us looks like our mother, who is blonde and sturdy, with an air of brisk warmth.
We look like our father and his side of the family, his sisters and parents, which seems unfair,
given that we never see him, or any of them.I allow myself to daydream until the road separates
from the lough, then open my phone to start reading the news. I produce a weekly political radio
program at the BBC. Some of the broadcasts devolve into local politicians shouting over each
other, but others turn electric, especially now. You can’t live in Northern Ireland at the moment
and not be interested in politics.When we reach Belfast, I stop at Deanes for a flat white.
Everything about the café and the other customers seems ordinary. You can’t tell from the
outside, but the IRA has this city under its thumb. They run security rackets. Every building site
has to pay them protection money, and all the restaurants in west Belfast have doormen. An IRA
representative will tell the owner, “You need two doormen on Thursday and Friday nights.”“Wise
up,” the owner says. “I don’t need security, it’s only a restaurant.”Then they send in twenty lads to
smash the place up, return the next day, and say, “See? I said you needed security.”It’s easier to
pay them the money than to complain. It’s easier to do a lot of the things that they ask, given the
alternatives.Our former neighbor’s son was caught selling drugs by the IRA. They accused him,
without any irony, of endangering the community. She was told to bring him behind the Riverview
shops for a punishment beating, but they ended up kneecapping him.“You brought him to be
beaten?” I asked.“Aye, but I didn’t say they could shoot him. They had no call to fucking shoot
him.”Leaving the café, I turn down Dublin Road and Broadcasting House comes into view, a
limestone edifice with giant satellite dishes angled from its roof. I’ve only been back at work for a
couple of weeks. Those six months of maternity leave were dense, elemental. Returning to work,
I felt like Rip Van Winkle, like I’d woken after decades, except no one else had aged. Nothing at
the office has changed, and I have to act like I haven’t either. If I seem distracted or tired, slower
than before, my bosses might decide that someone without a baby, or at least not a single
mother, would manage the job better. So I pretend to be well rested and focused, despite
sleeping in four-hour increments at night, despite several times a day missing Finn so much it
hurts to breathe.In Broadcasting House, I hold my badge to the scanner and then loop the



lanyard around my neck. Our morning staff meeting is about to start. I hurry up the stairs, down a
corridor, and into a conference room crowded with news editors and correspondents.“Morning,”
says Simon as I find a seat. “Quite a lot on today. Obviously we have the Milltown cemetery
shooting, what’s happening there?”“It was a suicide attempt,” says Clodagh.“And what’s his
condition?”“The Irish News has him critically ill and the Belfast Telegraph has him dead.”“Right.
We’ll wait before calling it.”“Who did we kill last year?” asks James.“Lord Stanhope,” says Simon.
“I had a very stern call from him.”“And who’s this man?”“Andrew Wheeler,” says Clodagh. “He’s a
property developer.”“Why would a property developer shoot himself in Milltown cemetery?” I
ask.Clodagh shrugs. “All we have is that he was found at the graveyard.”“We should wait on this,”
says Esther. Her tone is neutral but everyone feels chastened anyway. We don’t cover suicides,
to avoid inadvertently encouraging others.“But is it in the public’s interest to know?” asks Simon.
“Does he have a paramilitary connection?”“None of the groups have claimed him.”“Okay,” he
says. “Esther’s right, let’s hold off for now. Other stories kicking around today?”“Another
expenses scandal,” says Nicholas. “Roger Colefax was on the Today program this morning.”“He
wasn’t brilliant, it has to be said. Very equivocal about the whole thing.”“Did he apologize?”“No,
but it looks like he’s going to resign.”“We won’t take it today unless he does step down.
Priya?”“We’re on the Cillian Burke trial. It’s going to collapse at any minute.”“Isn’t he on tape
confessing?” asks Nicholas.“It was covert surveillance,” says Priya. “And MI5 is refusing to reveal
its methods. Their witness keeps saying he can’t answer on the grounds of national
security.”Nicholas whistles. Cillian Burke is on trial for ordering the attack in a market in
Castlerock that killed twelve people. He has been a leader in the IRA since the Troubles,
responsible for multiple car bombs and shootings. Now he will either be given a life sentence or
be acquitted and reengage.“There won’t be a conviction,” says Priya. “Not if MI5 won’t explain
the recording.”I doubt the security service will compromise. MI5 comes here to test new
methods, to build capacity, to prepare its agents for their real fight, which is against international
terror groups. We’re only their training ground.Simon turns to me. “Tessa? What do you have on
Politics this week?”“The justice minister is coming in,” I say, and the room turns gratifyingly alert.
“This will be her first interview since proposing the bill.”“Well done,” says Esther, and the whip-
round continues until it reaches sport, at which point everyone feels comfortable not listening. A
few people read the newspapers on their laps while Harry says something about rugby. We’re all
grateful to sport, though, since they can fill any dead space on air, they’re so used to talking
about nothing.—After the meeting, Nicholas and I find a table in the canteen on the top floor,
level with the roofs of other buildings and the dome of city hall. He says, “Right, what do we
have?”I show him the running order, though he needs very little producing. Nicholas became our
political correspondent years ago. He started at the BBC in the ’90s, riding to riots on his bicycle,
traipsing into fields to interview British Special Forces officers.I like to play a game with myself of
finding a political figure or statistic that Nicholas doesn’t already know. He could present
tonight’s program from a ditch, probably, but we still sit together working through the questions.
He reads one aloud. “Let’s be sharper here, don’t you think?”In person, he’s kind and amiable,



but he’s a brutal interviewer. “These people have quite a lot of power,” he says. “The least they
can do is explain themselves.”We keep working until Clodagh calls him. “We’ve got Helen Lucas
in reception and Danny’s not back from Stormont, can you tape her interview?”“Sure, sure,” says
Nicholas, gathering his papers and coffee cup. “Tessa, we’re in good nick for tonight, aren’t
we?”“We’re grand.”After he leaves, I put on a pair of headphones and listen to a speech
Rebecca Main gave last week at a school in Carrickmacross. She has only been the justice
minister for a few weeks, but she’s already drawing large crowds of supporters and protesters.
“The United Kingdom will never bend to terrorism,” she says. I stop the clip, leaning forward. She
is wearing a bulletproof vest. You can just make out its shape under her suit.Rebecca Main lives
in a house in south Belfast with a panic room and a security detail outside. I wonder if either
helps her feel safe. I wonder how she feels about being constantly under threat.It was exciting in
the beginning, when the unrest started. No one wants to admit that, but it has to be said. In the
first few weeks, when the protests and riots and hijackings began, the conflict was disruptive,
rippling across ordinary routines. You couldn’t take your usual routes. Certain intersections
would be barred by a crowd—mostly young men, mostly shouting, some with their shirts off,
some throwing rocks—or by a bus that had been tipped on its side and set on fire. Sometimes
we stood on the roof of Broadcasting House and watched black flags of smoke rising around the
city. While working, or traveling across Belfast to my flat, I felt resourceful and competent simply
for doing what I’d always done.One morning a news crew from America was in the café around
the corner from my flat. The reporter wore construction boots, jeans, and a bulletproof vest. I
watched him with curiosity and scorn at his precautions, his self-conscious air of bravery. I
thought, You’re only flying in, you don’t live here like I do.I’ve often wondered what it would be
like to live during the Blitz, and now I think I know. At first, the fear and adrenaline were
sharpeners, they did make you more awake. Happier, even. Nothing was dull anymore. Every act
—stringing up wet laundry, buying a bottle of beer—felt significant, portentous. It was a relief, in
a way, to have larger things than yourself to worry about. To be joined by other people in those
worries.I recently read a scientific paper that said that murder victims, before they die, are
flooded with serotonin, oxytocin, hormones that create a sense of euphoria as the body tries to
protect itself from the knowledge of what’s happening. That’s how I think of myself during those
first weeks now.—At my desk, I write Nicholas’s introduction for Rebecca Main. I polish the rest
of the running order, call press officers, and answer emails, with one eye on the news bulletins
flowing in from our outside sources. One says that the power stations are concerned about
blackouts. The thunderstorm is expected to reach land by evening. I think of Marian, watching
the storm come in. The clouds might have already started to darken at the north coast, over the
fishing boats in Ballycastle harbor, the rope bridge, the sea stacks. She might be swimming, if
the sea isn’t already too rough. We always joke about being part selkie. I check my phone,
though she hasn’t written back yet.Before our guest arrives, I sit outside on the fire stairs eating
a Mars bar and drinking a cup of tea while Colette smokes a cigarette. She’s from west Belfast,
too, Ballymurphy. She knows my cousins, my uncles.“How’s Rory doing at school?” I ask.“He still



hates it. Who can blame him?”“Is it the kids or the teachers?”“Both. He says he wants to go to St.
Joseph’s, can you credit it?”“Jesus, things must be bad.”Colette sighs. “I’m thinking about getting
him a dog.”Last summer, Colette was walking down the Falls Road when a car bomb exploded.
She was thrown to the ground by the blast, but made it home with only bruises. At work the next
day, she looked at Esther like she was mad for suggesting some time off.“Who’s on Politics
tonight?” she asks.“The justice minister, Rebecca Main. Have you ever had her?”Colette is the
makeup artist for all the guests on the evening news, politicians, academics, actresses. They
often end up telling her their secrets in her makeup room, her wee confessional.She nods. “I
liked Rebecca.”“Did she tell you anything?”“No. She’s cleverer than that.”Colette stubs out her
cigarette. We pull ourselves to our feet and she keys in the security code for the fire door.—The
justice minister arrives, with two close protection officers. She shakes Nicholas’s hand, then
mine. Our runner wheels in the trolley and sets about pouring her a coffee from a silver carafe. I
don’t ask her officers if they want anything. They always say no, even to sealed bottles of
water.We move toward the studio. I step into the sound booth, and John nods at me, fiddling with
his vape, while Dire Straits pours from the speakers.“Enjoying yourself in here?”“Quiet before the
storm,” he says.“No, this one will be a doddle.”We both look up. On the other side of the glass,
Rebecca Main slips the headphones on over her ears. Nicholas says, “Can you hear all right?”
She nods, clasping her hands on the table.Above the soundboard, a television screen shows
BBC One. The evening news is about to start, when the hour turns over. Across this building, in
the main studio, our presenters will be under the lights, waiting to read the day’s headlines.Our
runner comes in. “Does Nicholas have water?” I ask.“Shit.”“You’ve time.”After he leaves, John
murmurs, “Is he new?”I nod. “Everyone has to start somewhere.”“Mm-hmm.” John adjusts the
soundboard, and the frequency needles swing, yellow, red, blue.“Do you need to practice the
top?” I ask into the microphone, and Nicholas shakes his head.John pulls up our music. I lean
forward and say, “Thirty seconds, Nicholas.”When the six o’clock news bulletin finishes, our on-
air light turns yellow. Nicholas reads my introduction, then says, “Thank you for joining us, Ms.
Main.”“My pleasure.”“You’ve recently introduced a bill to loosen the safeguards on investigatory
powers. One provision in the bill would allow the police to hold a suspect without charge for thirty
days. Why now? Wouldn’t you say our police need more regulation, not less?”“We’re living in a
difficult time,” she says in a clear, low voice. “Terror groups don’t want us to adapt, they don’t
want us to rise to meet them. This bill will greatly reduce their ability to maneuver in our
society.”“Perhaps,” says Nicholas, “or perhaps introducing these measures will benefit them by
further alienating more of our population from their government. You might be creating new
recruits.”“Not at all. These are simple, sensible measures,” she says. My pulse is speeding and
my face feels hot, as usual. Thousands of people are listening around the province. Nothing can
go wrong while we’re on air.One of her close protection officers is in the hall and one is in the
studio, standing in the corner. Through the glass, I can see the white of his shirt and the spiral of
his earpiece.“But thirty days—that’s internment, isn’t it?”“The police need time to gather the
evidence for a prosecution, in order to prevent further offenses.”“The current limit is thirty-six



hours. That’s quite a dramatic increase, isn’t it?” I hold down the microphone and say into his
earpiece, “Two thousand percent.”“Two thousand percent,” he says. “It will be the longest
detainment period in Europe.”“Well, we’re able to make these decisions independently, to
respond to our own particular circumstances.”John says to me, “Do you have music for the
end?”“I’ll send it to you.”Nicholas asks about other particulars of the bill, then turns to the threats
made against her. She brushes them off, making a joke about the security preparations that
must be in place for her to attend one of her son’s rugby games.With a few minutes left, I press
the microphone again. “You wanted to ask her about the pamphlets.”“Let’s talk about the
mailings your party has been sending to houses in Belfast,” says Nicholas. “Do you not consider
it divisive, asking citizens to spy on their neighbors?”“Look, these incidents take planning,” she
says. “Everyone should know how to spot suspicious behavior. This isn’t about snooping on your
neighbors, it’s about preventing the next attack.”When I look up from my notes, my sister is on
the television screen. Her cheeks are flushed, like she’s been out in the cold.She is standing with
two men outside a petrol station, by a row of fuel pumps. Her ambulance must have been sent
out to a call, though for some reason she isn’t wearing her uniform.“The police are appealing for
witnesses after an armed robbery in Templepatrick,” says the closed caption. A ringing starts in
my ears. Only Marian’s face is in view of the security camera, the two men are turned
away.“Tessa?” says John, sounding panicked, and I send him the music clip without really
looking away from the television.“Are we over time?” I hear my voice say.“No, we’re bang on,” he
says.Marian has something in her hands. She is leaning down and pulling it toward her. It takes
me a moment to understand what I’m watching, as her hair and then her face seem to disappear.
When she straightens, she’s wearing a black ski mask.3Irush out of Broadcasting House and
turn north toward the police station. If I were to run in the opposite direction, toward her flat,
Marian might answer the door. She might stand there, under the yellow paper lantern in her front
hall, and say, Tessa, what are you doing here?I sway on my feet, trying to make a decision. Her
house isn’t far. Marian lives in south Belfast, on Adelaide Avenue, a quiet row of terraced houses
between the railway line and the Lisburn Road. I could be there in twenty minutes. The
pedestrian light flashes and I force myself to cross the road. Her flat will be empty, she’s meant
to be on the north coast through Friday. She isn’t answering her phone. On my way out of the
building, I rang mam and Marian’s best friends, but none of them have heard from her.The police
station stands behind a tall corrugated steel fence. I speak to the desk officer seated behind a
bulletproof window. Distortions in the glass ripple over his face, and I can’t tell if he understands,
if I’m making any sense. A woman outside his booth, in tears. The officer must be used to it, he
doesn’t seem at all alarmed by my distress. He rests my license in a slot on his keyboard and
slowly types in my name. He doesn’t hurry, even though someone might be watching from
across the road. The IRA always seems to know when someone from the community has gone
to the police. If anyone asks later, I’ll say I came here for work, for an interview. I dry my face with
the back of my hand, then he points me toward an antechamber.Two soldiers with automatic
rifles order me to remove my shoes and bag. I hold my arms out at my sides, barefoot, in a linen



summer dress. The soldiers’ faces are blank. It occurs to me that, in this moment, they might be
more scared than I am. If I had a bomb strapped under my dress, they’d be the first in the station
to die.“Hold out your hands,” says one, and wipes them for explosives residue. I have a sudden
fear that I might have touched something, at some point in the day, that there will be flecks of
gelignite or Semtex on my palms. The soldiers wait until the machine sounds, then unlock the
antechamber door. A constable escorts me across the courtyard and up to an interview room in
the serious crime suite.The room has a panoramic view over the city, the roofs and construction
cranes, to the dark shape of Cave Hill in the distance. I’m watching clouds surge behind the hill
when the detective arrives. He is in his fifties, in a crumpled suit, with an expressive, lined
face.“DI Fenton,” he says, shaking my hand. “We’re glad you came in, Tessa.”He opens a
notepad, searches his pockets for a pen. The disorganization might be a tactic, I think, a way to
put people at ease.“I understand you’d like to talk about Marian Daly,” he says, and I frown. He
says her name like she’s a known figure. “Can you state for the tape your relation to
Marian?”“She’s my sister.”“Do you know where Marian is at the moment?” he asks.“No.”I want to
say, Actually, we do know where she is, she’s on the coast near Ballycastle, she’s out hiking
along the cliff path, she’s on her way to visit Dunseverick castle.“She arrived at the service
station in Templepatrick in a white Mercedes Sprinter van,” he says. “Have you ever seen that
vehicle before?”“No.” Marian drives a secondhand Polo, with an evil-eye charm hanging from the
rearview mirror. Nonsense, obviously, but you can’t blame her, her ambulance has been at the
scene of enough road accidents, she has spent hours crouching on broken glass at the edge of
a motorway.“Are you certain?”“Yes,” I say, my ears still ringing.“When did your sister join the
IRA?” he asks.“She’s not in the IRA.”The detective tips his head to the side. Past the window,
thunderclouds ripple behind the council blocks. Slow traffic moves along the Westlink.“She
participated in an armed robbery this afternoon,” he says. “The IRA has claimed it.”“Marian’s not
a member of the IRA.”“It can come as a shock,” he says, “to learn that someone you love has
joined. It can seem completely out of character.”“I’m not in shock,” I say, aware of how
unconvincing this sounds, aware that my face and throat are sticky with tears, that the collar of
my dress is damp.“Why was Marian with those men at the service station?”“They must have
forced her to go with them.” He doesn’t respond, and I say, “The IRA makes people do things for
them all the time.”“Marian was carrying a gun,” says the detective. “If that were the case, why
would they give her a gun?””You know that’s common. They force lads to carry out punishment
shootings for them.”“As part of their recruitment,” he says. “Is Marian being recruited?”“No, of
course not. They must have threatened her.”“She could have asked for help. She was
surrounded by other people during the robbery.”“There were two men with her and both of them
had guns. What do you make of her chances?”The detective considers me in silence. Outside,
one of the construction cranes starts to rotate against the heavy sky. “Are you saying your sister
has been abducted? Do you want to file a missing persons report?”“I’m saying she has been
coerced.”“Marian may have kept her decision to join to herself.”“She tells me everything,” I say,
and the detective looks sorry for me.I think of Marian’s flat, of the cake of soap next to her sink,



the food and boxes of herbal tea in her cupboards, the string of prayer flags at the window, the
paramedic’s uniform hanging in her closet, the boots lined up by the door.“Marian’s not a
terrorist. If she’s playing along, it’s only so they won’t hurt her. She’s not one of them.”The
detective sighs, then says, “Do you want a tea?” I nod, and soon he returns with two small plastic
cups.“Thanks.” I tear open a packet of sugar, and the act seems uncanny, doing something so
ordinary while my sister is missing. The detective wears a wedding ring. I wonder if he has
children, or siblings.“Where did you and your sister grow up?” he asks over the rim of his
cup.“Andersonstown.”“That’s a fairly deprived area, isn’t it?”“There are worse places.” My
cousins from Ballymurphy teased us for being posh. The houses on our council estate were only
about a foot wider than the ones on theirs, but still.“High rates of alcoholism,” says the detective.
“High unemployment.”He doesn’t understand, he’s not from our community. At midnight on New
Year’s Eve, everyone on our estate came outside, and we joined hands in a circle the length of
the street and sang “Auld Lang Syne” together. After my father left, our neighbors gave us some
money to hold us over. My mother still lives there, and she has done the same for them when
they have their own lean stretches. No one has to ask.“What religion is your family?” he asks.“I’m
agnostic,” I say.“And the others?” he asks patiently.“Catholic,” I say, which he already knew, of
course, from our names, from where we grew up, in a republican stronghold. The police won’t
enter Andersonstown without full riot gear.“Are any of your family in the IRA?” he asks.“No.”“No
one at all?”“Our great-grandfather was a member.” He joined the IRA in West Cork, and fought in
a flying column. Traveling across the island, sleeping under hedgerows, running ambushes on
police stations. They were, he said, the happiest years of his life.“Did Marian romanticize his
past?” he asks.“No,” I say, though when we were little, we both did. Our great-grandfather
sleeping out on Caher moor under a Neolithic stone table, or piloting a boat around Mizen Head,
or hiding from soldiers on an island in Bantry Bay.“So you and Marian are from a republican
family?” he asks.“Our parents aren’t political.”My mother was always polite to the British soldiers,
even though as teenagers, two of her brothers were beaten up by soldiers, spat on and kicked
until they both had broken ribs. She never shouted at the soldiers, like some women on our road
did, or threw rocks at their patrols. I understand now that she was trying to protect us.“What
about their parents?”I shrug. My granny was unconcerned by the bomb scares during the
Troubles. I remember her arguing once with a security guard trying to evacuate a shop, saying,
“Hang on, I’m just getting my sausage rolls.”The detective leans back in his chair. If he asks
about my uncles, I’ll have to tell him the truth. My uncles go to Rebel Sunday at the Rock bar,
they sing “Go Home British Soldiers,” “The Ballad of Joe McDonnell,” “Come Out Ye Black and
Tans.” It never goes beyond that, though, beyond getting trolleyed and shouting rebel
songs.“Does Marian consider herself a British or Irish citizen?”“Irish.”“How does she think a
united Ireland will be achieved?”“Democratically. She thinks there will be a border poll. But
Marian’s not political,” I say. I had to remind her to vote last year. When I mention the guests on
our program, she rarely knows who they are.Above the road, the neon sign for Elliott’s bar blinks
red. People are standing outside, holding pints in the humid air before the storm breaks. I blow



on my tea, not wanting to leave this room. Any news about Marian will come here first. I’d sleep
here, if they’d let me.“Why do you think people join the IRA?” asks the detective.“Because
they’re fanatics,” I say. “Or they’re bored. Or lonely.”He rotates his pen on the table. “We want to
bring your sister back,” he says. “She can explain what happened herself, she can tell us if she
was coerced, but we need to find her first, right?”I nod. I need to be polite to him. Marian and I
have to work in unison now, without seeing what the other one is doing—her from the inside and
me from out here, like we’re picking a lock from either side of the door.He says, “We have
Marian’s address as Eighty-seven Adelaide Avenue, is that correct?”“Yes.”“Any other
residences?”“No, but she wasn’t home this week, she’d rented a cottage on the north coast.”I tell
him the name of the rental agency. All I know about the location is that a waterfall is nearby.
Marian said she’d hiked down to the end of the headland, below the cottage, and when she
turned around, a waterfall was twisting over the top of the cliff. I want the detective to see this,
Marian standing alone on a spit of land in hiking boots and a rainproof jacket, watching water
pour into the sea.“Did anyone go on the trip with her?”“No.”“Have you spoken to her since she
left?”I open our messages and hand him my phone. He scrolls up, reading our texts, pausing at
the picture she sent yesterday morning from Ursa Minor of two cream horns. I can’t bear to look
at it, to think of her sitting in a bakery, working through her pastries, not realizing what was about
to happen.“Are you certain she went alone?” he asks.“Yes.”“Who took this picture, then?” he
asks, turning the phone toward me, at the photo of Marian laughing on the rope bridge.
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Margaret Pyle, “Page-turner!. I couldn’t put it down which for me equals a five star rating. The
IRA context, plot twists, complex family relationships and conflicts created by love and loyalty all
make for a captivating story. I alternated reading and listening to this book and was enthralled
by both versions. The lovely accent of the narrator made it all the more engaging and
entertaining. Northern Spy is a must read/listen! Thank you, Flynn Berry!”

Caroline Egli, “Excellent novel. This novel excels in plot and writing style. The story doesn’t
follow exact events of the Troubles but it fairly captures the culture of Belfast in the last 20th and
21st century. It’s a novel, not a non-fiction history of the Troubles (contrary to other reviewers’
apparent expectations). The characters are well developed and the setting is beautifully written.
It’s a smooth and easy read about a mother’s love for her son, sister, and country. Definitely
recommend.”

Jennifer Hing, “Excellent Spy Novel. This is a great mystery/spy novel with a lovable main
character. Tessa is extremely relatable and you really love her. It is really interesting for people
that are not familiar with the IRA, and the conflict. Equally interesting for those that are familiar
for just the story.”

Linn, “Overall really enjoyed this!. Just recently got back into reading and spotted this as the
April pick for Reese's book club. I read it in about 3 days and overall really enjoyed it, however
there were a few plot points which I personally thought didn't make a lot of sense once I'd
finished the book. I would however definitely recommend this, and it was also a good way to gain
a bit of insight into and understanding of the Northern Ireland conflict.”

The book by Flynn Berry has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 4,951 people have provided feedback.
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